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We probably understand certain things about diamonds. We know a lot of things about gold. We all
know up to the degree that pearls are the excretions of oysters, which can make us think that
someone elseâ€™s garbage is another oneâ€™s jewelry. But what do we know about crystals? Other than
the truth that they can cure and are frequently incorporated into fantasy fictional works and flicks as
having powers, what are the tiny truths that comprise a crystal?

1. Given that powerful crystals in films and literature are purely imaginary, crystals are usually
reconstructed as jewelry. As of late, theyâ€™re popularly used as crystal bridal jewelry because of their
fabulous sparkle that makes a bride and her dress stick out.

Other times theyâ€™re being used for home dÃ©cor and also for clothing. Again, with the increasing
public attention towards crystals on attire, it is primarily employed for bridal gowns. Which is one
theorem we could probably assume: whatever is used in weddings eventually finds its way into
everyday style. Think about it.

2. Like diamond, gold along with other gems, crystals are mined from caves and other mining areas.
But just like pearls which may be unnaturally produced in a sea farm, latest breakthrough in
technology has made crystals creatable in a laboratory by scientists. While artificially produced
pearls are known as cultured, crystals made out of test tubes are synthetic.

3. The earliest person to make use of crystal as an everyday equipment was George Ravenscroft
who developed a leaded crystal glass in 1674. On the flip side, it had been Daniel Swarovski, of the
Swarovski crystal jewelry acclaim, who pioneered the crystal cutting machine in 1892. This
revolutionary cutting machine was what led crystal into the arena of costume jewelry, particularly
bridal jewelry.

4. Crystal is made of lead oxide, which happens to be characteristically speaking lead. This means
you donâ€™t wish to place crystal inside your mouth for as long as 30 days. Theyâ€™re toxic (this is no
matter what the movies say gives you power). But worry not, as theyâ€™re perfectly safe to be rubbed
on the skin as when attached to clothing or used as jewelry.

It's got precisely the same characteristics as standard glass like silica, soda and lime. What
distinguishes them is the lead oxide.

Itâ€™s the lead oxide in the crystal that gives it shine. Say your bead has 24% lead oxide itâ€™s usually just
lead crystal. But at 32%, it becomes fine crystal. This only denotes should there be more lead oxide
to it, the greater it will become brilliant.

5. One of many renowned crystals is Azurite which is primarily seen in different parts of Arizona like
Mohave, Santa Cruz and Yuma counties. This is predominantly recognized for its therapeutic
qualities but due to its enticing dark blue shade has been utilized as an ornamental gemstone.

6. One other popular crystal that's usually donned is the amethyst. Paradoxically, despite its
seductive purple color, in the olden days amethysts were donned to ward off seduction. It has also
been used against drunkenness because the name indicates â€œnot intoxicatedâ€•. Other supposed
purposes of the amethyst crystals were safety against storms and locusts, fortune in war and
hunting, and keeping out evil spirits.
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We imagine you enjoyed reading this potpourri of fun facts about crystals.
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